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Introduction
The International Building Exhibition (Internationale
Bausstellung, or IBA) was begun in 1979 as a government
sponsored initiative to demonstrate to Western Germany
and to the world, the potential quality of housing in the
inner city. Based on the theme "The Inner City as a Place
to Live,"over 170different projects have been constructed.
These are predominantly housing, but all address the
physical quality of life issues that contribute to complex
and dense urban living conditions.
Dutch Social housing has had a substantial influence
in the latter half of the twentieth century, particularly in
northern Europe. Herman Hertzberger's LiMa housing
project in the IBA, is an example of the exportation of a
social housing approach under the operation of a
governmental/ political policy.
The authorized governmental body of the IBA,
Bauausstellung Berlin, set its primary mission to build
back the portions of the city that had either never been
rebuilt after the second world war or to invigorate sectors
in decline. This was a bold governmental initiative that
proved not only successf~~l
but prophetic. No where in
the later half of the twentieth century had so many
architects attempted to rediscover/redefine urban
housing. Or what Joseph Kliehues refers to as "Critical
Reconstruction."
The greatest emphasis of the IBA was on the urban
planning concerns, not on the individual buildings. For
the profession, it is an opportunity for study at both
scales. There are projects that are evidence of clear
disregard for the inhabitants and users as well as examples
of excellence. For a government to undertake a project of
this scale and encourage the international design
community to participate is a profound lesson in the role
of government. The "new building" aspect of the IBA was
dissolved in 1987 but the future of Berlin is forever
shaped by the eight years of urban renewal and inner city
housing.

The Historical Context of the Site
The IBA program was divided into six separate zones
within the then divided city. These are the Tegel, Prager
Platz, South Tiegarten area, South Friedrichstadt,
Luisenstadt and the Kreuzberg SO. Each of these areas

Fig. 1. South Friedrichstadt zone, Berlin. Dark grey
indicates areas of the IBA. Map from International
Bauausstellung Berlin 1987, Project Report.

have their own unique characteristics and subsequently
urban planning objectives. Hertzberger's LiMa Rousing
complex is located in the South Friedrichstadt zone
whichwas almost completely destroyed at the conclusion
of the Second World War in 1945. However, remnants of
three successive evolutions of the area, including the old
imperial capital, the extension of the medieval city and
the baroque city center could still be found.
The IBA summarized its urban planning objectives
as:

Gel~eraln t t m a n d the rezmed role of South
Fnedrichstadt 111 the co~ztextof the c z p were laid
ssau
dou 11 hj~theSennte~ t s g z ~ z d e l l ~ ~ e thedzstnctas
all ~?1ne1*c.zty
area r~zthtnzxed ftse luzth b n l m ~ c d
proportzom of reszde?zce IL ork, culture nlid
recreation, offering n h g h quality ofurbmz I& '
In this one zone, 2,500 living units were completed,
eight elderly housing projects, two primary schools for
934 students, one special school for the speech handicaps,
four child care centers, sports fields, nine playgrounds,
and two local parks. Not to mention a museum addition
and major road improvements. This is a brief look at the
planning and architectural achievements that form the
site context of Hertzberger's project.

Fig. 2. 17th-centclry architecture of Amsterdam. Photo by
author.

Fig. 3. Amsterdam Stock Exchange by H. P Zer!age.
1929. Photo by author.

The Historical Context of Influence
Lets step back for a moment and look briefly at the
historical contest of influence, This too is only an
introduction to a few of the issues that have contributed
to a rich, successf~ddevelopment of some of the best
social housing in the world. Any combination of these
issues o r the architects could be a paper in themselves.
D t ~ t c hsocial llousing dates formall)- back to the 1880s,
but its beginnings date back 400 years prior to that. The
nature of social housing is inevitably tied to the government
that is financing and authorizing it. There are many
motivations a govermnent would have for housing just as
there are motivations of architects in their design. The
Dutch motivations come from a sense of equity and
tolerance for diversit\. of its inhabitants and the desire to
house the people in limited land area leaving land for
farming and general control of the sea.
The Ketherlands was born from seven of an original
17 provinces. These s e ~ e rose
n
u p against the tyranny of
Spain w h o controlled them for over 8 0 years. Spain
represented everything the Dutch have grown to hate;
central government, coercion and intolerance. The
Netherlands w a s in fact formed wit11 n o central
government, n o king, n o emperor or titled head of state.
Tolerance was born from a group resistance to the power
of the sea and a generalized agreement that conflicts were
to take place within a certain framework. Absolutely n o
individualistic demands were to affect unity in times of
group need. From earliest time, tolerance was a question
of sun-ival.
Tolerance, not just as an ideology but an operational
concept has permeated the Dutch way of life for over 500
years. Desiderius Erasmus (1469-1536) wrote of his
advocacy of mildness, goodwill and moderation.
A
Dutch historian Lvrote that:

An attitude about Dutch ;~rchitectnreemergcci in
1645 when Jacob van Campen m.ns comnlis.;ioncd to
design an Amsterdam Town Hall. The design \\.:!h both
impressive and monumental. suit:~bleto i::,:d its invn
with other European masterpieces. Hon.e\.er I!;? I h t c h
of Amsterdam could not re1:tte to its ostentatioi!srle.;.; :mJ
relinquished the property and never rct~::nec! t o it. 'The
building was not in keeping with the :nodcratio~: or'
Erasmus and the ideal of justice for all. Centralism ; i i ~ t l
monumentality are two concepts that don't fit t!le corir:u>,
of Erasmus. The Dutch still have no interest in ;1 shon- o f
military power or parades, state ceremonies or pcr.i<:n:il
glorification, including statues.
Dutch architecture freed icself from the liistoric~sm
and eclecticism of the nineteenth century and opened i:s
may to 20th century architecture t h r o ~ ~ gthe
h medium oi'
H.P. Berlage's rationalist philosoph!-.
Social housing reached a n early height in the work o f
H.P. Berlage. Prior to Berlage, the most noted nrchitcct
was P.H. Cuypers. His work was ~~i1nasri1~imitations of
18th and 19th century styles. Berlage went in of his o n x
way of working.
He is n d l regarded as having set in motion a new era
in town planning and social housing. 1~:ntilthen architects
san~then~selves
above socialhousing. His projects exhibit
balconies and roof terraces and parks. The edges o f his
buildings responded to light, differenti:i:ion and ;I
sensitivity for public-private issues.
Berlage was the teacher of thrcc yc;~~ng
:u-cllitects
w h o became what is n o w knowc ;IS T!ic A~listercianl
School. These architects, 1'. &(r;~mer.
51. : i ~Klerk :uncl,T.lI.
van der Meij introduced into the Du:cJ-! rirchitecturc,
following the intentions of their te:l.chcr I k r l ~ g c .;in
"architectural t n ~ t l l . "This truth --:Is re\.e:~lritin the
interior spatial divisions which must !xperctlrible on
the building's exterior, and rn;tterirlls i:iust i>c j:ii~~ed
carefully and made clear and comprehetiGble vi>uall)

Amsterdam School architectsgave a prominent place
to curved wall masses, stoops, hoists and multi-paneled
windows. Simultaneous with this movement was the
emphasis of an artist, Theo van Doesburg and his magazine
DE STIJL,hlongwith tlie furniture designer and architect.
Gerritt Rietveld and the artist Piet Mondrian, clear rational.
spatial, concepts emerged. These brought architectural
space to the forefront of the culture.

Development of Concepts and Principles
It was during this time that several physical characteristics
were developed. These were more along tlie lines of
concerns, not recipe archetypes and can be summarized
Advocacy planning and construction. .. participation
by the users
Fm~7ttiooi-i?iccbaizis~n
connection to street, a sense
of identit). anti inclivid~ulitywithin the group
2 sides daylight. providing ;I sense of transparency
Balconies, roof terraces. semiprivate connection to
the world
Entries or inner court for activity and security.
Animatecl edge, building as giving something to the
life of the street.
Beginning with the generation educated under
Berlage, it was in the 1920s that the expressionist
De
architect's School of Amsterdam and f~~nctionalists'
0pbo~l-wgroup in Rotterdam were formed. Eventually,
both went into C W I ; while the strongly traditionalist,
consen-ativeDelft School remained animportant force in
t h e country. After t h e second World war, Dutch
architecture set about the task of reconstruction
committed to the ideals of modernism. But the departure
ofTeam Xfrom CWM in 1953 determined the subsequent
direction of architecture in Holland; and it was from this
context that there emerged the architects hldo Van Eyck,
Jacob Bakema and Herman Hertzberger. In 1959 they
worked out a new orientation through their collaboration
o n the magazine Forum, which Hertzberger joined
immediately after graduatingfrom theTechnicalUniversity
of Delft at the invitation of Van Eyck. Hertzberger was
never a student of Van Eyck's but rather a close colleague.
Their practical concepts of residence, identification,
individuality and modularity were in clear opposition to
the CUM Athens Charter. Van Eyck and Hertzberger
formulated critical concerns that became the foundations
of an indigenous theory of architectural structuralism.
Looking to Berlage's principles of structural rationalism,
functionality of materials and simplicity of design,
Hertzberger draws from t h e wellspring of Dutch
modernism. Kenneth Frampton writes of van Eyck:

F!g 4 Housing by hl. de t(i.-ric A m t e r d a v 792 I
Photo by autilor

F I 5~ 1920s Amsterdam Housmg e r r y Photo by author

photo by author.

Fig. 8. The LiMa Housing Complex. Photo from:
International Bauausstellung Ber11n 1987, Project Rspo.l, p.
181.
Fig. 7. de Overloop Elderly Housing by Herman
Herizberger. Photo by author.

that affects the design ; ~ :1t1! scales

Van Eyck states that the two contradictory principles
governing human nature are "the individual and the
collective." These should not be viewed as antagonistic
opposites but rather as "ambivalent and together form a
twin-phenomena."He extended this thought in an almost
political manner, "Today the architect is the ally of every
man o r n o man." Van Eyck further discusses details of
the critical concerns mentioned earlier:

"

De Overloop elderly housing complex (1980-84) in
Amsterdam South, is an excellent c x ~ m p l eof these
issues. In addition, Kenneth Frampton sa1.s his intrinsic
ties to Dutch tradition and the Amsterclam School m c i
Prewar Dutch Constructivisn~xre shoxvn in l i i i concrrte
skeletons, detailing of metal stairs ;und c:lix:pic. ;11is i m i ! ~
to the work of Johannes Duiker in t h r ope:i. :tir .;chooi
built in Amsterdam in 1930.Hertzberger isfurthi-r rcg:lrdccl
as regional because:

Those quotes succinctly summarize, not
In 1989, Herman Hertzberger won t i l t Ftrrliscr
comprehensively, but rather selectively, essential elements
Architekturpreis for the 48 unit LilIa h:xi~.i::g !.,ro;ect
of van Eyck's structuralist philosophy, Hertzberger further
expands these practical concepts by emphasizing the
This project is located atone end of a trix;g,t:i:ir pie:.
responsibility that users can exert love and care on public
adjacent to a church. The form, shown :~bove.crcrtrs ;I
courtyard and its on-n neighborhood, T!lc cc'r-;,! :mi i s
areas of their d~vellings,and consequently the inr-estment
will payoff, Therefore, the users become the inhnbital~ts.~ radically different than the deprrssing tr:uditiond Brrii~:
courtyard and is conceived as a public space wirh six
At LiMa housing. the inhabitants hung signs off their
balconies exclaiming their pride of ownership. This
pedestrian access routes, including con~lecti,,~;.;n-ith
both the street and the neighboring court>-arc;.' 7i;e
ownership issue is further explained as a powerful concept

center of the courtyard is marked by a segmented sand-pit
play area which was decorated with mosaics along the
curved sides by the resident families.
The LiMa housing estate features the following
elements, most previously mentioned:
I . Advocacy planning and construction... participation
by the users
2 . Front door mechanism connection to street
3. 2 sides of daylight per unit increasing transparency
4. Balconies, roof terraceswith semiprivate connection
to the world. Hertzberger writes with regard to this:

space. This case study reflects the political, historical
and consequential influences that bind together
governmental actions, international influence, and
architectural consequence.
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